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Knock Down Brackets For
Arms

This knock down brackets for arms is made of high quality

steel and very thick material for very strong connection.

KD1927 is a very solid KD connection, which is applicable

to both the sofa bed mechanism and fixed arm as well as

the lifting and moving of KD lock components. The

HNG3R/L connecting base arm and upper arm can be

lifted upward to make the arm higher and closed

downward, which can also save packaging space.

Product Description

Furniture KD Connector Fittings

LINKREST is one of the professional Knock Down Brackets For Arms manufacturers
and suppliers in China. Already for many years in the market wordwide, such as European,
North American, Australia, New Zealand, Africa, Asia and Latin American areas.
LINKREST is regarded as a reliable partner of the most important sofa bed mechanisms
manufacturer. This thanks to the carefully quality control, our passion to focus on
innovations, our professional service and the possiblity to offer tailor-made solutions.
Knock Down Brackets for Arms Features:
1. High-grade steel and very thick material for very strong connection (won't bend).
2. KD1927 is a very strong KD connections both for sofa bed mechanism and stationary
arms, and option for KD lock parts for lift and movement.
3. KD3400 is the best part for stationary KD armrest,very strong and fixed tightly.
4. KD0118 bracket is a popular connection fitting,but we use hard steel and thick
materials.
5. HNG3R/L connects the base arm and top arm,which can lift up to make arm higher and
close for lower, this also can save the package space.
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